
PRODUCT FINISHES FINISH 
WARRANTY

Factory-Finished Cartons Per Square
EXPOSURE 5" 6" 7" 7-1/2"

18" KD R&R (rejoined, rebutted) Semi-Transparent stain 5-year Cartons/square 6 5 4.3 4
Sanded face only (rough back) Solid color finish 20-year

Alaskan 
Yellow Cedar
#1 Blue Label, Kiln-Dried Natural color will  

weather to silver-gray
Semi-Transparent Timberline  
5-year finish warranty

Solid color Morocco  
20-year finish warranty

PRODUCT FINISHES FINISH 
WARRANTY

Factory-Finished Cartons Per Square
EXPOSURE 5" 6" 7" 7-1/2"

16" R&R (rejoined, rebutted) Semi-Transparent stain 3-year Cartons/square 4 3.4 n/a n/a
Sawn both faces – texture will vary Solid color finish 20-year

Eastern 
White Cedar
A Grade “Extras”, Kiln-Dried Natural color will  

weather to silver-gray
Semi-Transparent Silverstone 
3-year finish warranty

Solid color Phoenix Fossil
20-year finish warranty

Natural color will  
weather to darker gray

Solid medium gray oil primer –  
field finish required

PRODUCT FINISHES FINISH 
WARRANTY

Factory-Finished Cartons Per Square
EXPOSURE 5" 6" 7" 7-1/2"

18" R&R Reversible – sanded/sawn Semi-Transparent stain 5-year Cartons/square 6 5 4.3 4
18” Perfections – sawn both faces Solid color latex primer none

Gray oil primer (in stock) none 2.8 2.33 2 1.87

Western 
Red Cedar
#1 Blue Label, Kiln-Dried Semi-Transparent Ole Cedar 

5-year finish warranty

PRODUCT FINISHES FINISH 
WARRANTY

Factory-Finished Cartons Per Square
EXPOSURE 4" 5" 6" 7-1/2"

Western Red Cedar Semi-Transparent stain 5-year Cartons/square 7.5 6 5 4
18" x 5" KD #1 Blue Label Solid color latex primer none
Eastern White Cedar Semi-Transparent stain 3-year Cartons/square 7.5 6 n/a n/a
16" x 5" KD Extras (A Grade) Solid color finish 20-year

Decorator 
Shingles

ARROW DIAMOND FISHSCALE HALFCOVE HEXAGONAL OCTAGONAL ROUNDSQUARE

Raw shingles are sold in original mill packaging, which may vary from finished packaging in the charts above.

For color options, please see Lumbermen’s ColorFusionTM brochure. Printed colors may not be representative  
of actual product; please order actual color brush-outs for approval. 

For installation details, please visit lumbermens-inc.com/dealer resources

Siding

Real Cedar

Mike Schaap Builders

Real Cedar Shingles Glossary
A “Blue Label” shingle is a #1 Western Red Cedar or Alaskan 
Yellow Cedar. 

“#1” grade is the best grade of WRC and AYC shingles.  
#1 refers to 100% Clear, 100% Edgegrain, which will hold 
finishes and lay flat the longest. 

“Extra” grade is the best grade of EWC shingles. They are 
free of knots and have no imperfections on the exposed face.

An “R&R” shingle stands for “Resquared and Rebutted”, 
which means that the edges are parallel and the butt is  
cleanly sawn perpendicular to the edges. 

A “Perfection Shingle” is less square and less parallel than 
an R&R, since an R&R is basically a trimmed perfection.

“KD” means “kiln-dried”, which are the only shingles we 
will finish in our factory. Cedar roof shingles and shakes are 
typically “green”, or not kiln-dried.

All Cedar Shingles are saturated with naturally occurring  
decay-resistant tannins. These tannins are water-soluble 
and can leave stains (extractive discoloration).

Extractive discoloration (or tannin bleed) is not covered by 
any finish warranty and is not considered a defect.

AYC and EWC shingles have much less and lighter extractive 
staining (or tannin-bleed) than WRC.

Factory finished shingles are repackaged into Lumbermen’s 
ColorFusion cartons and are sold in the repackaged quantities 
for the coverages listed.

Factory finished shingles are to be stored dry prior to and 
during installation. Excessive moisture will lead to extractive 
discoloration and other moisture-related issues.

Wider exposures are possible with WRC and AYC shingles via 
“double coursing” with a lower grade undercourse shingle.

For installation details, please visit 
lumbermens-inc.com/dealer resources

House photography by Ashley Avila Photography.
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Left unfinished, real cedar shingles will fade to differing 
shades of gray and gray-brown either quickly or over 
time. This fade may be uneven, depending on shade 
and overhangs. The natural cedar look can be very low 
maintenance and is popular on the East Coast and along 
beaches and lakefronts throughout the Midwest.

Factory application of a solid color finish is our most  
popular choice for low maintenance siding with our 
strongest finish warranties. We saturate all surfaces  
prior to drying and packaging. We offer either solid 
“primed” (field finishing required) or solid “finished” with  
a 20-year finish warranty, depending on the species 
of cedar and on plans for site finishing. Our team can 
match virtually any color for your project. Please see 
Lumbermen’s ColorFusion brochure for details.

Lightly pigmented semi-transparent stains allow  
the colors and textures of the wood to show  
through, while providing some fade resistance  
and protection from the elements. Semi-transparent 
finishes should be inspected for maintenance or 
reapplication every 3 to 5 years. Areas exposed  
to excessive sun and rain may exhibit coating  
fade and wear more prematurely, while areas that 
are covered and protected may look like new for  
10 years or longer.

J.Peterson Homes

At Lumbermen’s, we insist on only the highest grades available 
for our real cedar shingles. While real cedar is already  
decay-resistant and durable, we further enhance the beauty  
and performance by applying your choice of finishes. Our  
finishing division has over 25 years of excellence and innovation 
in factory-finished wood products, and our team of experts  
can help meet the specific needs for your exceptional home. 

Real Cedar Shingle Siding  
is the standard that many  
“man-made” siding manufacturers 
are still struggling to achieve. 

For warmth, texture and unlimited design flexibility, nothing  
compares with the natural appeal of real cedar shingles.  
Real cedar can be installed at varying exposures, even or  
staggered, and will take a myriad of finishes. As you can see  
for yourself in the oldest parts of many Midwestern cities,  
cedar shingles can easily last for over 100 years when  
installed and maintained properly.

Zahn Builders Zahn Builders

Mike Schaap Builders

Cedar and other wood siding products are by far the  
most environmentally friendly of any siding category.  

Cedar is naturally decay resistant without the addition of  
any chemicals, as well as being a naturally biodegradable  
and recyclable product. Life-cycle analysis studies prove  
cedar to be far superior to steel, concrete, and other  
composite materials in almost every metric: total energy  
use, greenhouse gases, air pollution, solid waste,  
ecological resource impact, and water pollution.  
(source: www.realcedar.com)

Wood is the only major building material that is a naturally 
renewable resource. In fact, forest area has increased nearly 
20% since 1970, as harvested areas are replanted with  
saplings at a rate at least three times that of harvest. All our 
real cedar shingles come from North American forests –  
the most sustainably harvested forests in the world!

As part of our ColorFusion™ factory finishing process,  
we have multiple finishing lines, and our coatings are  
all matched and mixed in-house,  
with all the experience, technology,  
and support of PPG.

Advantages of using factory finished  
cedar shingles from Lumbermen’s: 
 •   Expert application in a controlled environment 
 •   Automotive grade pigments to resist fade 
 •   Superior durability and weather resistance
 •   More economical than site finishing
 •   Immediate curb appeal 
 •   Warranties up to 20 years


